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NURTURING THE
NOISE

A compilation of audio tracks from various Yorkshire based
noise artists.
Curated by Dominic Deane
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I asked participants from the Yorkshire noise music scene to
contribute to this compilation tape. These musicians have
been subjects of my PhD research on the DIY scenes of Leeds.
DIY music making in Leeds has been strongly rooted in the city
due to its working-class heritage, and these tracks reflect the
inclusive nature of sounds created by those participants.
Some of the artists featured have been figureheads of the
noise scene, while others have crafted their own experimental
sounds into a steady stream of limited physical releases, from
CDRs to tapes. Noise takes its influences from rock, punk and
psychedelic music. Noise musicians experiment with a variety
of sounds, using a selection of physical instruments and/ or
homemade DIY circuit bend instruments. Several of the
musicians featured in this compilation work with improved
sonic textures and tones in particular.
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https://soundcloud.com/popmusicjournal/sets/nurturi
ng-the-noise-mixtape

Mix Tape Listing
1. Territorial Gobbing - Shaved Back Matted Shoulders
2. Legion of Swine - ön snackar tillbaka
3. Ashtray Navigations - Shark Lipz
4. Moi_6 - Blast01 (SendA)
5. Un sacapuntas - In a Tar
6. Neil Campbell - Mirror Mania Ersatz Climax
7. Pinger by Drooping Finger - A Remixed track by Billy Billy 5P
Dominic Deane is a lecturer and musician based in Exeter,
Devon UK. He is currently a PhD student in the Department of
Sociology, University of Manchester, where he is working on
a thesis about DIY and independent live music in Leeds post
2000. In addition to his academic pursuits, he continues to
perform in several Leeds-based bands and previously
promoted gigs and ran a DIY label in Leeds. His research
interests include creative music technologies, local cultural
industries, and the sociology of contemporary music.

